Nanomaterial-based biosensors for biological detections
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Abstract: Nanomaterial-based biosensors have become one of the major topics in the field of diagnostics. With the growing demand on devices with improved sensitivity and selectivity, rapid response time, and low cost, four categories of nanomaterials have become popular in biosensor research: gold nanoparticles, graphene, carbon nanotubes, and photonic crystals. The ongoing research has brought new designs of biosensors based on nanomaterials, which have greatly improved the potential of field-deployable microfabricated devices. This review describes the recent technologies employing the aforementioned nanomaterials for electrochemical detection of biomolecules, including glucose, DNA, protein, toxins, and so on. We envisage that miniaturized lab-on-a-chip devices employing these nanomaterials will soon be an essential part of our daily life.
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Introduction

A biosensor is a device that combines a sensitive biological recognition component and a physical transducer to detect analytes of interest. Analysis results are displayed through transforming the biological reaction into a measurable signal, which can be used for qualitative and quantitative determinations. The biological recognition component part of biosensors usually includes nucleic acids, enzymes, antibodies, receptors, microorganisms, cells, tissues, and even some biomimetic structures. Physical transducers vary significantly with the source of the quantifiable signal, and utilize mostly optical and electrochemical systems. In addition, as demands increase, all constituents in the biosensors can be designed and manufactured in large quantities at a low cost to satisfy the needs of users. In 1953, Clark et al. first published a paper containing the fundamental ideas of a “biosensor”. Moreover, in 1967, Updike and Hicks successfully reported a biosensor for glucose detection. From that moment on, with characteristics such as specificity, selectivity, and cost-savings with simple operation, real-time analysis, and continuous use, various types of biosensors were developed rapidly through the second half of century, and have become widely used in related medical, environmental, and forensic fields.

Nanomaterials range between 1 and 100 nm in size. Nanotechnology has gone through a booming development since 1981. After nanotechnology was introduced into biosensors field, sensitivity and other analytical characteristics of biosensors have been greatly enhanced. Among all nanomaterials, gold nanoparticles (AuNPs),
carbon nanotubes (CNTs), graphene (GR), and photonic crystals (PCs) stood out due to their unique properties, and are reviewed in this report. The advantages of high stability, superior biocompatibility, high surface energy, strong amplification effect on signals, etc., made them excellent choices for biosensor applications.6–18

For this review, literature search was conducted in PubMed, Web of Science, as well as Google Scholar. Various types of sensors for biological detections are discussed in this review. Four categories of nanomaterials that were searched in detail include “gold nanoparticles”, “carbon nanotubes”, “graphene”, and “photonic crystals”. Publications were reviewed to identify the different methods and modifications of biosensors that employed nanomaterials.

**AuNP-based biosensors**

One of the most commonly used nanomaterials in the field of biosensors involves colloidal AuNPs. Development of optical and electrochemical biosensors has become very popular due to the unique properties of AuNPs. A major advantage of using AuNPs in biosensors is the increase in detection signal, or response, for analytes that are especially low in concentration. For example, a biosensor based on a boron-doped diamond (BDD) electrode has recently been constructed by Wei et al19 to detect the presence of organophosphate pesticides (OPs), which are harmful for human health, but used widely in agricultural industry. The BDD was modified with carbon spheres (CSs) that were coated with AuNPs. Followed by the addition of acetylcholinesterase (AChE), the detection of model compounds, chlorpyrifos and methyl parathion, was accomplished using differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) by transferring AChE/AuNPs-CSs/BDD that was incubated in the presence of the model compounds, to an electrochemical cell containing 1.0 mM acetylthiocholine chloride as substrate. Oxidation of thiocholine and hydrolysis product of acetylthiocholine chloride as substrate. Oxidation of thiocholine and hydrolysis product of acetylthiocholine chloride resulted in the peak current which indicated the inhibition action of OPs. The involvement of AuNP showed significant improvement by enhancing the detection signal, which could detect OPs as low as 10−13 M. Moreover, Wei and Wang20 also added 1-(4-sulfonic acid) butyl-3-methylimidazolium hydrogen sulfate to the AuNPs-aptamer-2 conjugate. Cyclic voltammery (CV), electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), and DPV were applied to the electrode, and the signals were found to be dependent on the concentration of CEA. A concentration of CEA as low as 0.5 ng/mL can be detected, and this sensor showed successful results in human serum.21

AuNPs were also conjugated with polyclonal antibodies and added on the polydiacetylene liposomes to enhance fluorescence signals. As shown in Figure 2, Won and Sim22 demonstrated about 100-fold increase in sensitivity by employing AuNPs to detect human immunoglobulin E (hIgE). This sandwich setup allowed detection of hIgE as low as 0.1 ng/mL.

Due to the ever-expanding catalogue of PCR amplification technologies, nucleic acids have been often coupled with AuNPs for detection of disease-related gene sequences. Liu et al23 have tested a method of electroless deposition of AuNPs onto planar gold electrode surface, followed by the immobilization of single-stranded oligonucleotide (probe). The electrode was then immersed into the target DNA-containing solution to allow hybridization to form double-stranded DNA (dsDNA)-modified electrodes. CV was performed to observe the peak current at −0.28 V vs. Ag/AgCl, which corresponded to the assembled dsDNA. By addition of AuNPs, the sensitivity of the electrode could
reach $10^{-11}$ mol/L as opposed to $10^{-8}$ mol/L. The benefit of increased sensitivity was also reported by Hao et al. in detection of *Bacillus anthracis*, which is the cause of serious bacterial infection, anthrax, using quartz crystal microbalance (QCM). Thiolated DNA probe was immobilized onto the gold surface of QCM via self-assembly. Target DNA with an extension was introduced to the surface and immobilized by hybridization. The signal was amplified with the addition of DNA-conjugated AuNP, which had a complementary sequence with the extension part of target DNA. Hybridization of DNA-conjugated AuNPs with the extension sequence enabled the accumulation of AuNPs on the electrode surface. The amplification of signal by the accumulated AuNPs lowered the detection limit of the bacteria to $3.5 \times 10^2$ CFU/mL, as well as provided an alternative assay avoiding the use of carcinogenic reagent ethidium bromide commonly used for gel electrophoresis studies of PCR-amplified nucleic acids.

Another application of AuNP reported by He et al involved the immobilization of thiolated single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) and horseradish peroxidase (HRP) on AuNPs (Figure 3). Dual-labeled AuNPs allowed conjugation to the target ssDNA which was also conjugated to the biotinylated capture probe immobilized onto streptavidin-modified surface. As HRP catalyzed the substrate, 3-amino-9-ethylcarbazol, in this case, a red color would appear. The intensity of the red color was correlated with the amount of target DNA in the sample. This colorimetric method detected as low as 0.025 ng/mL human genomic DNA, much lower than most other methods. Another application of AuNP reported by He et al involved the immobilization of thiolated single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) and horseradish peroxidase (HRP) on AuNPs (Figure 3). Dual-labeled AuNPs allowed conjugation to the target ssDNA which was also conjugated to the biotinylated capture probe immobilized onto streptavidin-modified surface. As HRP catalyzed the substrate, 3-amino-9-ethylcarbazol, in this case, a red color would appear. The intensity of the red color was correlated with the amount of target DNA in the sample. This colorimetric method detected as low as 0.025 ng/mL human genomic DNA, much lower than most other methods.

AuNPs have also been coupled with other nanomaterials such as GR and CNTs for the detection of different analytes. In a study by Azzouzi et al, a biosensor was developed for measuring L-lactate using AuNPs anchored on reduced graphene oxide (RGO-AuNPs) and L-lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), over a screen-printed carbon electrode. RGO-AuNPs were prepared by adding RGO to HAuCl₄ solution. A mixture of LDH solution and sol–gel matrix was prepared from tetramethoxysilane and methyltrimethoxysilane. RGO-AuNPs suspension was added to the mixture, which was then deposited onto the surface of the working electrode. As LDH enzyme catalyzed the oxidation of lactate in the presence of NAD⁺, the conversion to pyruvate and NADH was detected amperometrically with 0.13 µM as the detection limit.

In a study by Wang et al., the development of a sandwich electrochemical DNA biosensor was reported. Glassy carbon electrode (GCE) was immobilized with RGO-AuNPs bound with capture DNA probe with a thiol label. The sandwich structure was formed containing “capture-target-signal probe”. An auxiliary probe was then added to produce long concatamers with methylene blue (MB) as the redox-active intercalator. DNA hybridization was detected using DPV, and the peak current changes of MB were correlated with the logarithm of target DNA concentrations. This biosensor could detect concentrations of DNA as low as 35 aM. Good selectivity was achieved for mismatched target DNA detection.

As one of the most traditional applications of biosensors, glucose detection is very popular in this field. An innovative glucose biosensor, developed by Devasenathipathy et al., involved the coupling of biopolymer pectin-stabilized AuNPs electrodeposited on graphene and multiwalled carbon nanotubes (GR-MWCNTs/AuNPs) as shown in Figure 4. The biosensor was prepared by adding multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) in graphite oxide (GO) and ultrasonating them to obtain GO-MWCNTs. The GO-MWCNTs were then added onto GCE surface, followed by transferring the electrode to an electrochemical cell containing pectin and HAuCl₄. After the consecutive CVs at 50 mV/s from +1.40 to −1.40 V, GO was reduced to GR as Au⁺ was reduced and electrodeposited on GR-MWCNTs. Glucose oxidase (GOx) was then added to the electrode. Concentration of glucose was measured by CV with a detection limit of 4.1 µM. In practice, the concentration of glucose determined in a blood sample by the GR-MWCNTs/AuNPs-GOx electrode is 5.16 mM as opposed to 4.98 mM that could be detected by an optical biosensor, demonstrating similar results.

**GR-based biosensors**

GR is made of a single layer of sp² carbon bond atoms that arrange into a 2D lattice that is known for its electron mobilities, thermal conductivity, high surface area, and electrical conductivity. These characteristics of GR allow rapid electron transfer for the detection of biomolecules using biosensors.

![Figure 3 Schematic illustration of dual-labeled AuNPs with HRP and DNA for the detection of DNA hybridization. Data from He et al.](image-url)

**Abbreviations:** AuNPs, gold nanoparticles; HRP, horseradish peroxidase.
Problems such as the inconsistent signal amplification of metallic nanoparticles and the metallic impurities in CNTs were not observed in GR-based biosensors.

As mentioned in the previous section, GR has often been coupled with AuNPs in biosensor designs. An elegant method biosensor was prepared by Gupta et al. using mer-captophenyl boronic acid (MBA)-terminated Ag@AuNPs/graphene oxide (Ag@AuNPs-GO) nanocomposites in connection with surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS). AgNO₃ was reduced to form silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) followed by the addition of HAuCl₄ solution to form Ag@AuNPs. Synthesized GO was activated via 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylamino-prophy) carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) on carboxylate groups of GO. Ag@AuNPs was then added to the functionalized GO to form a homogeneous mixture through sonication. MBA solution was then added to the Ag@AuNPs-GO nanocomposite, followed by the immobilization of GOx. Detection of glucose was achieved using SERS with a detection limit of 0.33 mM. Liu et al. also reported a method for glucose biosensor using GO which was biocompatible. In this design, the attachment of GOx to GO was accomplished via EDC/NHS activation. Glucose detection was made using chronoamperometric measurements. Biocompatibility was tested by seeding an ARPE-19 cell line derived from human retinal pigment epithelium, onto the GO substrates. This report demonstrated the expanded application of GR as a biocompatible platform for biosensors.

Another coupling of GR and AuNPs was demonstrated by Zhang et al. in a novel electrochemical biosensor based on AuNPs/thionine-GR nanocomposite to detect thrombin. Thionine-GR was immobilized on a GCE, followed by the addition of AuNPs. Aptamer oligonucleotide was then immobilized onto the surface, which was used to capture the analyte, thrombin. CV, EIS, and DPV were performed for the characterization of electrode surface with a detection limit of 0.093 nM. GR-based biosensors have also been used in detection of hydrogen peroxide. Wang et al. reported a biosensor using biphenyldimethanethiol (BPT)/AuNPs/GR/HRP composite. Au electrode was immersed in BPT solution, which was then coated with AuNPs/GR composite suspension. HRP was added on the modified electrode surface. CV was employed in the electrocatalysis of HRP, which can detect H₂O₂ as low as 1.5 μM. As an alternative to enzyme-modified electrodes, Li et al. developed a hydrogen peroxide sensor by using MnO₂/GO nanocomposites. Amperometric response of MnO₂/GO electrode enabled the detection of H₂O₂ concentration as low as 0.8 μM, exceeding the detection limit of traditional enzyme-modified electrodes. Xu et al. covalently attached GR onto cysteamine-modified Au surface. Then, the GR layer was coupled with α-synuclein (α-syn) protein, which is related to Parkinson’s disease. Serum with specific α-syn antibodies was then applied onto the surface. Autoantibody concentration was determined using EIS with a detection limit of 1.2 pM.

As shown in Figure 5, bacterial DNA detection could also be accomplished using GR-based biosensors. Zainudin et al. described the drop-casting of RGO suspension onto GCE, followed by addition of 1-pyrenebutyric acid (PyBA). The carboxyl group of PyBA was activated via EDC/NHS, and then modified with probe DNA to detect Escherichia coli cells. CV and EIS were used for monitoring hybridization. The detected DNA concentration was converted into the number of E. coli cells. The biosensor could detect as low as 4.22 × 10⁶ cells/mL, which is comparable to other traditional methods such as ELISA-based ones.

**CNT-based biosensors**

CNTs comprise carbon atoms arranged hexagonally into six-member carbon rings. These rings interlock and form...
a GR sheet, which then forms seamless cylindrical tubes known as CNTs. CNTs can be divided into two categories based on the layering structure of GR sheet: single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs), which contain only one layer of GR sheet, and MWCNTs, which contain multiple rolled GR layers.

As interest in the development of glucose biosensors never ceases to exist, extensive studies have been conducted to evaluate various CNT-based glucose biosensors. GOx-conjugated CNTs have been utilized frequently. In the classic detection system, GOx generates H$_2$O$_2$ in the presence of glucose. The peroxide species are then further reduced by HRP that is connected to an electrode to produce an electrical signal. In a recent study as described in Figure 6, cytochrome C was immobilized onto MWCNTs followed by GOx and Nafion, respectively, to create an enzyme-modified biosensor with hydroquinone as a redox mediator.

The enzyme-modified biosensor displayed a minimum detection limit of 8 µM glucose. However, the efficiency of glucose detection using a complicated enzymatic system might be hindered by the amount of immobilized protein on the CNTs. Low amount of immobilized proteins might cause reproducibility issues. To compensate for the low immobilization efficiency, signal amplification can be achieved by further crosslinking additional enzymes on CNTs. As reported by Kwon et al., GOx was covalently linked to SWCNTs, and then excessive GOx was further crosslinked onto the covalently attached population using glutaraldehyde as a crosslinker. Additional enhancement of signal amplification was accomplished with the addition of AuNPs. AuNP-CNT-enzyme-modified biosensors had a sensitivity of 24.5 µA/mM.

Though the CNT-enzyme-modified biosensors are highly sensitive, they usually lack stability over time. In addition, the design of CNT-enzyme-modified biosensors is laborious. Therefore, several studies examined the potential of using metal nanoparticles as a substitution of enzyme. As shown in Figure 7, Ensafi et al. presented a study on a nonenzymatic sensor system using AgNPs. MWCNTs were functionalized and reacted with SOCl$_2$, and then subjected to reflux in ethylenediamine, cyanuric chloride, and diethylenetriamine in nitrogen atmosphere, respectively. AgNO$_3$ was added in the final step with NaBH$_4$ to complete the immobilization of AgNPs.

AgNP-based glucose biosensors had a detection limit of 0.03 µM. In addition, AgNP-MWCNT-based biosensor showed comparable results to an automated glucose analyzer, when it was subjected to the detection of glucose level in human blood samples. Furthermore, the AgNP-MWCNT-based biosensor demonstrated a negative response under the optimized conditions, when other sugar
molecules such as sucrose and fructose were present in the sample. However, AgNP-MWCNT biosensor system still required multistep synthesis, but Sun et al have recently reported a one-step synthesis using ionic liquids as a method for rapid synthesis of nonenzymatic glucose biosensors. MWCNTs were initially functionalized using concentrate nitric acid and then combined with a mixture comprising ethylene and NiCl$_2$. The nickel-containing mixture was deposited onto the GCE surface. This system showed a detection limit of 0.89 µM. In addition, after 30 days of fabrication, the current response dropped only about 5%. Though the biosensor still lacked high specificity, nonenzymatic CNT-based electrochemical systems proved to be a promising direction for future glucose sensor development.

Yang and Zhang utilized SWCNTs in conjunction with MB-modified ssDNA probes as the label, which successfully avoided the interference from the complicated chemical modifications and prevented the denaturation of ssDNA probes. Results showed that, in the presence of 16-base complementary target DNA, MB molecules were removed from the electrode surface and gave a low current response using square wave voltammetry, while giving a high current signal in the absence of DNA. This SWCNT-based biosensor demonstrated the detection of nucleic acids with improved sensitivity comparing to biosensors without SWCNT modifications, a strong sequence specificity toward even single-base-mismatched DNA, and a large linear dynamic range with a detection limit as low as 1.0 pM.

A label-free and signal-off electrochemical DNA-wrapped MWCNT biosensor coupled with hairpin oligonucleotide switch was constructed by Shahrokhian et al to detect specific DNA sequences using [Fe(CN)$_6$]$^{3−/4−}$ as a redox probe. CV and DPV showed an increase in peak separation and decrease in faradic peak current when negatively charged DNA was immobilized onto the electrodes. The enhanced response was due to the π–π interaction between ssDNA and MWCNT and increased surface conductivity. DPV peak current showed that the developed biosensor provided sensitive and stable electrochemical responses with a good linear correlation range from 0.1 mM to 10 pM for the target DNA. The biosensor also showed high specificity for the discrimination of a noncomplementary DNA sequence.

In another study, Qiu et al introduced a CNT-based lateral flow biosensor (LFB) for the detection of DNA fragments. Amine-modified DNA probe was immobilized on the shortened MWCNTs surface via diimide-activated amidation between the carboxylic acid groups on CNTs and amino groups on target DNA. Sandwich-type hybridization was performed on LFB plate, where the captured MWCNTs on the test zone (strep-biotinylated capture probe) and control zone (strep-biotinylated control probe) produced black bands to enable visual detection of DNA sequence. According to the intensity of test line, the CNT-based LFB sensor was capable of detecting 40 pM DNA after systematic optimization studies.

As shown in Figure 8, target DNA was applied on the “sample pad” and then was flown through the “conjugate pad” with MWCNTs-DNA. The first hybridization reaction
occurred, forming an MWCNT-DNA-target DNA complex. As the complex further migrated, it was captured and hybridized again with the biotinylated capture DNA probe on the “test line”. Extra MWCNT-DNA conjugates were captured by the biotinylated-control probe. MWCNT-DNA conjugates that were captured gave dark black bands for easy visualization of the test results by naked eye.

CNT-based biosensors were also used to trap and detect whole cells. For example, Abdolahad et al.\textsuperscript{45} developed a vertically aligned CNT-based electrical cell impedance biosensor (CNT-ECIS) fabricated with an Si/SiO\textsubscript{2} layer, where Ni was deposited as a catalyst for the detection of cancer cells. CNT arrays acted as both adhesive and conductive layer, so that the direct attachment of cell membrane to electrodes led to the enhanced electrical interaction. Also, the piercing of CNT tips to the cells avoided any gap between the cells and conductive MWCNT arrays. Impedance of SW48 cells from grade-IV human colon tumors was measured. Results showed that CNT-ECIS was able to detect cancer cells at a concentration as low as 4000 cells/cm\textsuperscript{2} and achieved a sensitivity of $1.7 \times 10^{-3}$ Ohm/cm\textsuperscript{2} in 30 s. Higher population of attached cells resulted in further changes in CNT-ECIS impedance. Cells undergoing apoptosis could also be monitored using CNT-ECIS sensors.\textsuperscript{45}

Another focus of recent literature on nanomaterial-based biosensors has been the detection of microorganisms. Thuy et al.\textsuperscript{46} introduced an MWCNT dispersion method to detect \textit{E. coli} O157:H7 using a DNA biosensor. DNA sequences related to \textit{E. coli} O157:H7 could be detected at a concentration as low as 1 nM with sensitivity around 0.19 nM/mV. García-Aljaro et al.\textsuperscript{47} reported a CNT-based chemiresistive biosensor for detection of bacteria and viruses using parallel-aligned SWNTs bridging two gold electrodes for the detection of \textit{E. coli} O157:H7 and bacteria T7. SWNTs were functionalized with specific antibodies by covalent immobilization to the non-covalently bound 1-pyrene butanoic acid succinimidyl ester (PBASE). As shown in Figure 9, PBASE was adsorbed onto the SWCNTs bridging two gold electrodes. Specific antibody (e.g. monoclonal anti-\textit{E. coli} O157:H7 antibody) was covalently bound to PBASE. Linear sweep voltammetry was performed when target microorganism bound to the antibody. \textit{E. coli} O157:H7 displayed significant increase in resistance with a detection limit of $10^7$ CFU for whole cells and $10^3$ CFU for lysates. Bacteria T7 could also be detected with a limit of $10^3$ PFU/mL. It was concluded...
that the performance of this biosensor was better for virus detection compared to bacteria due to the smaller size and better diffusion characteristics of viruses.

**PC-based biosensors**

PCs are nanostructures that possess a periodic dielectric surface with a photonic band gap, which does not allow light propagation of a specific wavelength range.\(^{48,49}\) Such control and manipulation of light allows optical detection applications to be studied experimentally according to Bragg’s Law.\(^{49}\) These materials are often made from silica or indium oxide, carefully constructed and modified for their chemical and optical properties.\(^{51-57}\) The optical properties of PCs are related to their periodicity, size, and average refractive index.\(^{51}\)

Sharma and Sharan\(^ {52,53}\) detected high glucose concentration in urine, known as glycosuria, using a PC-based structure with line defects and 2D air holes in a silicon slab. An electromagnetic equation propagation simulation tool was used to model the sensor structure. The difference in decibels in normal urine and glycosuric urine indicated that sensor could be used for the detection of glycosuria. Presence of high glucose concentration may lead to cardiovascular diseases and diabetes. Variation in refractive index of urine in the presence of glucose was detected by passing light through the PC-based biosensor. Results showed the variation in the input refractive index values with different concentrations of glucose in urine.

PC-based biosensors could be used for early diagnosis of viral diseases. Endo et al.\(^ {54}\) employed a 2D PC-based biosensor for the reflectometric detection of the influenza virus in human saliva. Nanoimprinting technology was used in the fabrication of this PC-based biosensor due to its low cost and high resolution. H1N1 hemagglutinin was utilized for the detection of the influenza virus. As shown in Figure 10, a UV–vis spectrophotometer was utilized to evaluate the optical characteristics of the 2D PC-based biosensor. Changes in reflection intensity were detected upon formation of the antigen–antibody complex.

A similar optical setup was employed by Cheng et al.\(^ {55}\) for the detection of DNA hybridization related to a specific point mutation in apolipoprotein E gene using localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) and EIS. AuNPs were electrodeposited onto indium tin oxide (ITO) surface using CV. The probe DNA was immobilized onto the AuNPs allowing hybridization with the target DNA. LSPR resulted in a decrease in absorbance when the setup was exposed to mismatch and noncomplementary DNA sequences instead of target (complementary) DNA. EIS also showed a decrease in charge transfer resistance \((R_{\text{ct}})\).

Cheng et al.\(^ {56}\) also conducted a study using ITO by depositing the surface with Au using an electron beam evaporator, forming Au nanopyramids, as shown in Figure 11. The protein \((\alpha\text{-syn})\) was immobilized onto the Au nanopyramids via a linker 3,3’-dithiobis (sulfosuccinimidyl-propionate). Small molecules were screened using electrochemistry and LSPR for their interaction with the immobilized \(\alpha\text{-syn}.\)

Shen et al.\(^ {57}\) employed the colloidal PCs in a fluoroimmunoassay (Figure 12). It was observed that the colloidal PCs...
made an excellent substrate, which greatly enhanced sensitivity and accuracy in terms of protein detection. The target avidin was sandwiched between biotin-modified colloidal PCs and the fluorescent-labeled ligand (Atto 425-Biotin). The signal was greatly enhanced by the large surface area of colloidal PCs compared to planar PCs.

Detection of myoglobin was also accomplished using PC in a total-internal-reflection configuration (TIR).58 Presence of myoglobin could indicate possible diagnosis of acute myocardial infarction (AMI). The sensor was made from a BK7 glass substrate with five alternating layers of titania and silica and a cavity layer at the surface. The sensor surface was modified to possess amine groups, which were covalently attached with cardiac myoglobin antibodies via EDC/NHS activation. Myoglobin was detected with a detection limit of 70 ng/mL using this method, which fell in the clinical diagnostic level of AMI patients. The PC-TIR system was also used by Guo et al59 in detection of biotinylated analytes through streptavidin-modified silica surfaces. The response between biotinylated analytes and streptavidin was related to the size, amount of streptavidin, and number of free sites on the surface. Molecules with a molecular weight as low as 244 Da could be detected using this biosensor.

A fast, mobile lab-on-a-chip construct was prepared by Han et al60 using PCs to detect staphylococcal enterotoxin B (SEB), one of the most common bacterial toxins associated with food-borne illnesses. ITO-coated glass surfaces were modified with anti-SEB monoclonal antibodies for fluorescence measurements. The procedure required very low amount of sample (10 µL) with short incubation time and was able to detect as low as 1 ng/mL.

Conclusion

Nanomaterial-based biosensors have become more widely available and are increasingly utilized in modern detection technologies. The traditional drawbacks of biosensors such as sensitivity and selectivity have been overcome with the modification of biorecognition layers using nanomaterials. In general, the ongoing research efforts on nanomaterial-based biosensors are recently focusing on reducing the cost and analysis time, while improving sensitivity and selectivity. As these research efforts grow exponentially, it is inevitable that the face of traditional detection technologies in the biomedical field will be drastically altered in the near future. Portable and affordable devices with embedded nanomaterials will soon be available in the market.
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